References

Speech errors


Speech and the Brain 1: introduction

Neuroscience background (if you want it)


University of Washington’s digital brain atlas:


1) "Click for Atlas", 2) click on category of picture you want, 3) click on thumbnail image to see that picture bigger, 4) click somewhere on image to see the label for that part, or "Label all" at bottom of screen

Speech-/language-focused introductions


AUGUSTINE, G.J., FITZPATRICK, D., PURVES, D. and others (2004). *Neuroscience*. Sinauer. Excellent reference book for neuroscience. Ch.26 (language and speech) is a good place to start, if a bit basic in its linguistic assumptions.


More advanced


PULVERMÜLLER, F. (2003). *The Neuroscience of Language*. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. [Esp. ch.3. The rest is specialized and interesting but controversial, and more on words/syntax than speech.]